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. 0.8 2020-04-07. 0.6 . 0.6 . . PUBLICDOMVITAL.COM Richiamo
Colombaccio Da Scaricare Mp3 48 Q: Regex to match string with

one word and one number? I'm trying to match a string
containing an optional word, a space, and a number in any order.
Examples of valid strings: Cards_1, Cards_1&2, Cards_2, Invalid

example: Cards_1, See also Cards_1&2 Current RegEx:
^Cards_(?\S+)?\s?(?[0-9]+) It seems to work if the string is just

"Cards_1" (with the number available), but not when it contains a
word and a number. Current errors: As soon as the string has
more than 1 character in it (the comma, the &, and probably

some other characters) the regex fails. The?: at the end of the?
tag is definitely wrong, but I can't figure out what I'm doing

wrong. The "(?\S+)" does not seem to capture the word. A: (?\S+)
would consider a word to be just that, and you're only capturing

to cardnumber. You could instead try ^Cards_(?\S+) \s?(?\S*) and
you'd be capturing the whole word and the space, and the rest of

the string would be captured in the \S*
========================== From the above

experience, under specific situations, low doses of ethambutol
(0.25--0.75 mg/kg) and isoniazid (10 mg/kg) can also provide very

good combination therapy, and if ethambutol doses are
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decreased below these levels and still allow achievement of
sufficient target concentrations, such combinations can be

effective. The doses of ethambutol and isoniazid can be lowered,
even to 0.125 mg/kg ethambutol and 1 mg/kg isoniazid
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